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leksandr Zhitomirsky, one of the chief political artists of the former Soviet Union and a master of
photomontage, turned Lady Liberty into a gallows from which a black man could still be hung in 1948.

Over the course of a half-century-long career, he translated complex Communist Party positions and current
events into vivid and sometimes gruesome illustrations for Pravda and a shelf of other Russian publications. He
made a crooning chimpanzee of Nazi minister Joseph Goebbels, and a devilish drummer boy of President Harry
Truman. All of this Zhitomirsky did by cutting up and splicing together multiple photographs, touching them up
with paint and rephotographing them.

Long since marginalized by Western art history and somewhat sidelined in Russian chronicles as well,
Zhitomirsky is the subject of "Humanism + Dynamite = The Soviet Photomontages of Aleksandr Zhitomirsky,"

Victoria Sambunaris’ “Industrial Shipping Vessels, Houston Ship Channel, Texas, (Detail).” (Victoria Sambunaris)
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his first Western museum exhibition. Though staid in installation, the work and its politics are as bold as can be,
startling even to a left-wing viewer. The accompanying catalog by art historian Erika Wolf comprises a hefty
study of the artist, who died in 1993 at the age of 86, two years after the collapse of the USSR.

The confluence of that display, which just opened at the Art Institute, and "Petcoke: Tracing Dirty Energy," less
than 1 mile south at the Museum of Contemporary Photography, has me wondering what Zhitomirsky would
have done with the controversial petroleum byproduct as an assignment. And assignment it was for the eight
artists and artist duos commissioned by the MoCP, the Natural Resources Defense Council and the Southeast
Environmental Task Force. Wall text states that the goal of their joint endeavor is "to raise awareness of the
hazards of petcoke." Even for the MoCP, which has long favored weighty topical shows — recent forays include
contemporary Iranian pictures, a look at North Korea and the postwar life of a Bosnian immigrant — that's an
unusually polemical position for a museum to take.
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Mind you, apart from Big Oil and its collaborators, hardly anyone seems to think petroleum coke is anything but
hazardous. A waste product of the refining process used to extract oil from tar sands — the kind being mined in
booming quantities in Canada — petcoke can be burned for cheap but dirty energy in American coal plants and
in countries with laxer environmental standards like China. It produces more carbon dioxide than almost any
other energy source.

That's all trouble enough, but the organizers of the MoCP show are particularly concerned with uncovered
stockpiles of the black dust on the Southeast Side of Chicago that until earlier this year had been growing ever
more mountainous. In a grass-roots victory, local residents won a legal battle against KCBX — a storage facility
owned by a subsidiary of Koch Industries — and had the mounds removed, so they could no longer blow toxic
particles through nearby neighborhoods on windy days. Earnest portraits by Terry Evans tell the activists'
stories. But as "Petropolis," an overwhelmingly detailed and distressing interactive map by scholar-activist
Brian Holmes, makes clear, it's all still there and then some: oil carried via fragile pipelines across precious
ecosystems and ill-equipped trains loaded with explosive crude on tracks running through Chicago represent
disasters waiting to happen.

The stuff itself is present in the gallery, sealed in a plexiglass box, in a legalistically and logistically tricky
installation by Geissler/Sann that would be fetishistic if petcoke weren't so legitimately scary. Claire Pentecost
brings in raw matter, too, suspending toxic sludges and powders alongside dead honeybees and stained
feathers, all of it in hand-blown glass drops that hang from the ceiling like so many tears.

The oddest and most entrancing artwork is a video by Marissa Lee Benedict and David Reuter that offers a sci-fi
approach to petcoke, imagining a near-future in which the black particles are prized for their communicative
powers. Across three screens pans a beautiful abstract vision of drifting smoke, concrete and glass buildings,
swirling dust and very few people.
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Yes — beautiful. "I Can Only See Shadows," as the video is titled, rides the edge of a paradoxical category of art
that might be called Beautiful Disasters. There, too, is a gorgeous set of aerial photographs by Evans that
documents the view of Big Oil from above: shadowy yellow sulfur hills, swirly green marshes, the stark
geometry of a red barge being loaded with dark petcoke. The look of these images, as with the feel of the video,
is as formally sumptuous as its subject is horrifying. There's a risk that the viewer will be so moved by pleasing
appearances she'll forget to be upset.

With the exception of Holmes' maps and Evans' interviews, the artworks at the MoCP take care not to be too
didactic. Even hardcore documentary footage — a photographic grid of ships sailing near the largest U.S.
petroleum port and a film that tracks the path of oil from the Athabasca tar sands all the way down to the
private estates of the Koch Brothers — depends on the viewer's prior acknowledgment of the evils of petcoke.

Zhitomirsky never took such chances. He preferred grotesquerie to beauty, satire to subtlety, whether the
subject was apartheid in South Africa, fat cats on Wall Street or disappearances in Chile. It isn't really fair to
compare the effectiveness of Soviet propaganda aimed at a mass public with contemporary American political
art aimed at museum viewers, but it's also hard not to. How might Zhitomirsky have caricatured the Koch
brothers for the book series "Masters of the Capitalist World," alongside the pipe-smoking shark in a suit that
stands in for the head of General Motors? It would have been ugly, but also right.

"Humanism + Dynamite = The Soviet Photomontages of Aleksandr Zhitomirsky" runs through Jan. 10 at the
Art Institute of Chicago, 111 S. Michigan Ave., 3124433600, www.artic.edu; "Petcoke: Tracing Dirty
Energy" runs through Oct. 9 at the Museum of Contemporary Photography, 600 S. Michigan Ave., 312663
5554, www.mocp.org.

Lori Waxman is a freelance critic.
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